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Number 16

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1930

l

+--------·--•+
by
WHITING HALL

I do admit
This Ii ttle fit
Of mine
l s not much trouble
But, as I view
The World anew,
It seems
So Uke a bubble

That I just smile
And write a while
Without
A care or bother.
So, like the rest
I do my best
And fail
Sometimes-well rather.
• • •
Hollis Mitchell submits this:
My love is a soft. sweet melody;
My love is a lingering waltz;
My gal's a darn good pal, by Gee!
In spite of all her faults.
• • •
And this from the versatile
pen
of Benjamin Kendrick:
People strut
About the earth
I would, but
For Leavenworth.
• • •
Pity this poor orphan:
Squirrels scampEr in .ther
a tree.
cramp
I've el
Or housemaid's knee
• • • ·
.
.
The author of this next 1,tt1e
par?dy is o~ the campu~,. so T. C.
cant pass ,t off as origm~l-- B~tt
he would probably deny writing i
so w_e will let it be anonymous.
I feel
an urge to
write
al poem with out the
slightest capitalization
t
or
punc
ation
of uany
thing else for that
matter
• • •

FROLIC PLANNED

Herrick Lectures
On Caribbean
Tuesday

Gives Views NEW FLAMINGO
HOLT TALKS
TIDRD PROGRAM Walling
On Present Labor
Situation
IS REVIEWED AT EDISON
IS GIVEN BY
DEDICATION
ORCHESTRA
Anonymous Rollins

Robert Herrick, well known novw
elist and critic, spoke on "The Romance of the Caribbean" last Tuesday night at the Winter Park Congregational church. Mr. Herrick
has traveled extensively arnnog the
Caribbean islands.
Fun and frolice are in store for
Mr. Herrick told of the glamour
ODY Ull
the throngs which will visit Winter of the islands, of the s now-tipped
Park for the city's and College's mountains ,the impenetrable junThe Winter Park Symphony Ora nnual observance of Founders' day gles, the picturesque and primitive chestra offered its third presentaon F ebruary 22.
inhabitants. The natives are ne- tion of the season to an audience
Preceded by a comprehensive groes, or of negro blood mingled of approximately 500 people last
musical festival to be given at the with that of Indian, French and Sunday Afternoon, with even greatBrewer estate in the afternoon, the Spanish.
er success than usual. The work
evening celebration will begin with
On the Bay of Arrows in Santa was considered by critics to be of
a mammoth parade to form at the Domingo, Mr. He1Tick found a col- even higher quality than in the
Rollins campus and march through ony of American negroes establish- other concerts of this year.
the downtown section. In the line of ed there shortly after the Civil
Perhaps the most distinctive and
march will be almuni of the col- war by a philanthropic society. brilliant offering of the afternoon,
lege ,the present student body, at] These people had reta1·ned the1·r Ian- or even of the season, was "Hungles t 16 uni~s from the . public guage with its Virginia accent, arian Fantasia," by Liszt, the third
schools and representatives of civic their religion and their American piece on the program, played by the
organizations.
tustoms.
orchestra with the aid of Miss
One thousand Japanese lanterns
The Caribbeans, once thought to Helen Moore at the piano. Miss
st~ung th ~oug h th e b usmes.s
·
a·is- 1be the rich Spice islands of the M. oore was area
I d Y. r_egard ed ve~y
trict and m Central Park wtll add East, are now owned by the French, highly by local mus1c1ans, but this
a colorful touch to tbe evening. The the English and the Americans. Of performance promises ber an even
grammar school's "Rhythm Band" these three, Mr. Herrick believes greater future.
The program opened with the
will be in the march and colored that the Amer·1cans have been least
flares have been ordered for the successful as governors of the is- Overture from "The Secret of
paraders, also carrying flags and lands. If we are to protect a de- Suzanne" by Wolf-Farrari, and the
banners.
pendent people, Mr. Herrick said second number was the second
Merchants of the city are giving that we must "learn the difficult movement of "Andante Cantable"
enthusiastic co-operation in the ,Jesson that other people may be from Tschaikowsky's fifth Symmatter of prizes, with awards al- 'happier and better in going to phony; both these selections were
ready offered by the Jones-Alsop ·hell by their own road than in go- rendered in excellent fashion. FolDrug Co., North A&P store, Kent ing to heaven by ours."
lowing the Intermezzo of Act 3
Vulcanizing Shop, Marmalade Shop,
' ------from "Jewels of the Madonna" by
Rialto Gift Shop and the Winter
Wolf-Farrani,
the
Waltz
by
Park Battery and Electrical StaStrauss from the "Queen's Lace
tion.
Handkerchief" captivated the fancy
Two cash prizes of $5.00 ~ac~
and musical appreciation of the
will be given to the public sc oo
audience. The final number was
groups for the largest unit and for
the unusual and mysterious "Capthe unit presenting the best
riccio Italienne" from Tschaikowski.
pageant display. Other awards will
The membership of the orchestra
be given for the best illuminated
•
is composed entirely of local talent,
division, best costumes, and to merincluding eight members of the
.
th e mos t a ttr a ct·vely
chants h avmg
I
Rollins faculty and nine of t h.•
illuminated and decorated show
student body. 'l'he conductor is
f · d
windows. A committee O JU ges
L'Alliance Francaise had a very Clarence A. Nice, head of the Roiwill be appointed to make, the
1,·ns mus·,c conservatory, and it is
delightful meeting at the home of sponsored by various music loving
awards.
Mrs. Halla, last Monday evening.
All athletic departments of
. the
th J\1ary Lee Korns opened the meet- members of Winter Park society.
·
·
th e f orma1·t·
college will be 1·epresented m br e mg
and f o II owing
t 1es
line of march. The Florida Pu ic was a program of music and amusService Company has donated its ing short skits arranged by Mme.
services to provide special lighting Bowman.

Large Parade to be
Part of Yearly
Celebration

Miss Moore,
With Local
h
S
p

Soloist,
Symd
ay

I

I

FRENCH CLUB
HAS MEETING
MONDAY EVE

De11·ghtful Program
Given at Home of
Mrs. H aIIa

Speaking informally before Professor France's class in economics
last week, William English Walling, famed international laborite,
expressed bis views on the present labor situation. In answer to
the question as to whether real
wages were tending to rise, he
said, "American labor admits that
wages are rising in large industries but have not been generally
accepted as rising to any extent
in smaller industries. If industry
would distribute a little more of
its profits to the worker and 8
little less to the stockholders, much
of our maladjustment would be
remedied."
Asked wby labor had not made
more progress in improving the
.
.
b e sat"d , "Th e mJunc
. .
t·ion
s1tuat1on,
has taken away all the rights of
labor. It is an abnormal procedure
as shown by the fact that it has
never been adopt_ed_ by any oth_ er
country. In addition to the 1njunction, all corpor_at_ions ha~7 a
large corps of statist1cal, pohtical
a_ nd_ personnel experts w_bo_se dut_y
it i~ to oppos.e an d . eIimma t e ~f
possible all umon action before it
an oppo rt um·t Y t o ac t ·
In conclusion he said, "Organized
labor is striving to convert our
I d emocr~;y m
· t o an econpo rt·
~ ica
omic democracy.

FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE FOR
FOREIGN STUDY
All Those Interested
Should Apply
At Once

Professor Gives
Opinions
The February issue of the Flamingo is on our desk. It bas fully
met an our expectations in format,
typography and subject matter. The
appearance of The Rollins Book of
Verse last year has been a strong
stimulus and volume four of The
Flamingo is destined to bring new
laurels to our Rollins writers.
"Off Shore Wind" by Clinton
Scollard is a fitting lyric for the
first page of this volume. It fully
sustains this master artist's fame
for clear and melodious poetry.
"Education" by Hollis Mitchell
voices a fierce protest against traditional methods of teaching. Let
us hope he is in error regarding
the thinking power of teachers.
"The Luminant'' by Stella Weston
and "Besieged' by Yula Powers are
perhaps the best of the nine poems
by six authors of 'the youngest
generation." Not one of the nine
poems is lacking in poetic truth
and suggestion· not one falls
short of the hi;h standard of the
editors. "Rain on the Roof,' by Kenneth Curry, "Inventory" and ''My
Garden" by Carolyn Heine, "Forw
um" by Dorothy Emerson, "Song
,for a Dull Hour," "Medieval History," and "Reminiscence" by Yula
Powers give fresh and graceful expression to these themes old and
yet ever new in poetry. We note
in them an absence of the trite
and much charm and felicity of
expression.
Of our seven stories perhaps the
two of most literary merit are
"Confusion in a House" by Dorothy Emerson, and,,"The Ch_ape! with
the most Candles _by Editor 1:ugb
McKean. In th e f1rst , an epi~ode
db b
of drab realism, Myra an
er usband are vividly etched upon the
reader's mind. This _indir_ect portrayal o_f character w,t_h ,ts sub_ tie
suggestions of rebellion agamst
stolid masculinity is v_ery ef~ective
and worthy of comparison with the
work of many oldest realists. The
second story mentioned tells of
Andre's luck in finding a ring. We
must read attentively to find a suggestion as to why he threw it
away after seeking sanctuary in
C
d
f N t
D
Th
the athe ral o
o re ame.
e
story is told ,vith skill and imagination.
"Slipping One Over" by Morris
Book and "Tbe Storming of Jerico" by Carolyn Meine are amusing
stories cleverly told. Both have the
humor and imagination without
which we are told life would be
stale and flot. The fiTSt mentioned
story is of doubtful import. We
are vividly reminded of certain
other subterfuges practiced by other patrons of the railroads .
" Pariah" is a good story of a
freak wrestler, good enough, indeed,
to be copied by some of our sport
journals. Brennan is a refreshing
change from the football hero. His
skill and pluck are admirable.
The scene of "Four Cash" by
Mary Lee Korns is laid in Chinain
time of war and famine. We fe~l
the pathos in this tale of a starving family. The last story is "A
Letter" by Ruth Weaver, a 1·eul istic
and faithful account of emotional
frustrationj we read it with amusement and a certain degree of sympathy.
The editor's note on the last page
is a quotation from the "Saturday
Review of Literature." Herc our
(Continued on Page 3)
_______

Delivers Main Address
At Fort Myers
Tuesday
President Hamilton Holt made
the principal address at the presentation of a bronze plaque and
stone pediment to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas A. Edison at Fort Myers
on Tuesday, February 11, upon the
occasion of Mr. Edison's eightyth ird birthday.
In his dedicatory address, President Holt characterized the great
inventor as a "living immortal,"
and be called attention to the
striking fact that "we are at this
moment privileged to be in th e
presence of one of the immortals
of 11 all time."
The time has long since passed
Dr. Holt pointed out, "when any
man or institution can add to tfbe
honors of Thomas A. Edison for
he has honored bis fellow men ar
beyo nd their power to repay. It
is fitting, however, th at th e citizens of Mr. Editon's adopted city
a nd st ate commemorate his eighty.
th day today by the unthird
T birf h'
b
ff 1 1
d
vei mg O t is eau I u P aque anh
stone pediment designed by t e
1
M
·
K. d · l
f ll
scu ptor,
aur1ce , Je' a e ow
citizen of Mr. Edison.
"It is needless for me to list
th e pre-em1nen
·
t ac h"ievement s 1n
·
•
d ·
t·
d b th
science han • mven 10n
y ·e
11 ma e rded
:~:r wnaoti:~sg::er:hey g::~~est Ji~~
ing American; nor shall I attempt
to appraise his' character in a
community where be is a friend
and neighbor of all.
"Immortality rarely if ever comes
from personality alone, however
great, glowing or heroic. One must
achieve and achieve supremely to
have his name ring down the ages.
One must write a "Paradise Lost,"
pai·nt a s·,sti·ne 'fadonna, compose
" Atlantic, win a
a Parsifal, fly the
war iound a republic,. f'ree bin
opp;essed people, frame a covenant d1"scover the law of gravita•
•
tion conceive the theory of relativit'y or preserve the human voice
in wax'
"Th~ugh there may possibly be
two or three living Americans for
whom we can thus anticipate the
verdict of history, certainly one
of them 1·s Thomas A. Edison.
Ladies and gentlemen, _ this
plaque wm forever symbolize that
we here today greeted a "living
immortal." I speak for this company as well as the whole Arnerican people, when I wish him many
(Continued on Page 2 )

One of the greatest opportunities
ff d t R 11·
t d
. h
o ere
o o ms s u ents ts t e
chance that they have to apply for
f e 11 ows h",ps f or s t u d Y m
· E urope.
F u II a d van t age s b ouId b e t a k en of
it. Due also to the influence of
President Holt and the fact that
R 11·
t
·
f JI
hl
f
o ms oo gives e ows ps or
In a moment of weakness, T. C.
for street intersections and for
The first number was a piano
foreign students to study here, Rolbreaks down with a confession:
solo by Mary Lee Korns. She play- j
lins applications are regarded in
flood lights.
All sorts of beans
After the parade the streets in ed "The Cathedral" by Debussy
a very favorable light.
And spinach greens
the center o'f the business dist- and then accompanied Kay Goss on
Now is the time to apply for one
Will stave off malnutrition.
rict will be Toped of-f and a band the violin who gave "Thais" by
of these very valuable fellowships.
of 20 or more pieces will provide Massenet.
To date there have been only four
Devouring books
music for dancing. It is predicted
Eleanor Dwight next read a
Rollins applications. All those inIn cloistered nooks
that this will be the biggest street literary sketc h a bout L a F onta·me
}
t eres t e d s h OUid see D ean A n deTSon
O
Should lead to erudition.
2
(Continued on Page )
and in keeping with that. Ned Conand get in their applications at
don r ead one of La Fonta ine's FaXC
once. There are only a couple of
Though icy baths
bles, "The Death of the Woodcutdays left.
From down lit paths
ter." One of the funn iest skits
The value in a system of exWe give here the requirements
May strengthen one's condition.
was the one in which Alcott Dem- change stud ents between the col- that those applying must fulfill,
ming and William Groppenbacher leges and universities in Europe together with something about each
I find these rules
took part . They did a good piece and those in the United States in individual university.
Are not for fools
of work in dramatizing La F on- the cultivation of am icable interGeneral 1·equirements are:
Like me-I lack ambition.
On Wednesday, February 5, Mr. taine's fable of "The Crow and The national relations was stressed by
1) Be a citizen of the United
Robert Herrick spoke in Mr. Fox." "The Doll," a short charac- Dr. 0. C. Kiep, Counsel01· of the States or one of its possessions;
France's 1·oom on the subject of a ter sketch, was presented by Ruby German embassy in Washington,
2) At the time of making the
writer's career.
Quick and Arthur Nourse in which D. C. in an interview on the Rol- application be a graduate of a col. Speaking of the~ openings there a poor man receives a doll for his lins College Campus yesterday. Dr. lege, university or professional
are at present for writers, journ- daughter thru the gener osity of a Kiep, who stopped in Winter Park school of recognized standing ,or at
alists or otherwise, Mr. Herrick kind shopkeeper. Vivian Mousselet over the week-end on a motor trip the time of entering upon the felpoints out that the possibilities for and Robert Currie concluded the to Palm Beach with Frau Kiep, was lo,\rship have met t his requirewriters at the present time are program with a scene from a a guest of the International Rela- ment; !
especially attractive.
French home.
tions Club of the College at its
(3) Be of good moral character
Pointing to the increasing size
------regular meeting Friday night.
and intellectual ability, and of suitof newspapers _due to advertising,
Dr. Kiep said that he was in- able personal qualities;
t he speaker said that the Journal"'
•
• •
tensely interested in the develop(4) Present a certificate or othist has more space to fill than ever
Ill
ment of a system of exchange stu- er evidence of good health;
before, and that his ·range of subdents between Germany and Am(5) Possess ability to do indeMiss Virginia Robie, insttuctor
On Thursday evening, February jects is ever widening. Today the
The s mall pocket-size edition of erica. He spent some time with pendent study and research; and
in interior decoration and history
!0th, at 8:30 The Rollins Players good craftsman need have no fear our In ternational Traveling Circus Peter Berger, the German student
(6) Have a practical ability to
of art at Rollins College, will give
vill inaugurate the Founders Week of lack of remuneration.
performed laS t WedneSday, Fehr- at Rollins this year, who is taking use books in the lang uage of the
a series of informal talks on inelebrations with a scintillating
Mr. Hen·ick pointed to the fact nary 12, in Kissimmee high school courses on a fellowship awarded by particular country where the unit erior decoration and antiques at
th
nd
ornedy hit Enter Madame, by Gilda that men who achieve in any field auditorium u er
e management the Institute of International Edu- versity is situated, and be able to
the Rollins Art Gallery, 484 North
raresi and Dolly Byrne.
are always workers, and scouted of Mr. Peter Berger who success- cation in developing contacts speak and understand lec tures deOrange avenue, Saturday mornit This comedy drama compounded the prevailing idea that dissipa- fully filled Miss \Vood's place.
whereby the exchange of German livered in that language.
ings at 10:30, beginning next Sat~f original s ituations, fascinating tion is necessary to the artistic
Dr. Morozzo, our concert pian- American students may be placed
ITALY
urday, February 15.
haracterizations and witty dia- temperament. Constant work under ist, played four Italian piano pieces on a much larger basis.
The Italian government offers to
The first topic, it is announced,
t
>gue has also in great measure pressure, he said, makes for more which were received wi b enThe Rollins Conference Plan of American college and university
will "Color from the Historic
,at dramatic ingredient known as brilliant performance because the thusiasm.
Study came in for high praise from graduates, through the American
O
Side," and the second, "Color in
lamour.
writer's mind is more active and
Mr. Berger gave some German the German diplomat. He said that talian Student Exchange, a limited
Everyday Life." Later subjects will
song's and a speech about th e New Germany is breaking away from number of fellowships covering
be chosen by vote and include old
A distinguished cast will serve more alive.
1is intriguing dramatic farce to its
The true artist in every profes- Germany. "The German know," he the old lecture system of study by board, lodging and tuition, for the
The Rollins Automobile Show glass, china, furniture, silver, silver increasing public. With l\iiss sion, said Mr. Herrick, is the man said, "that after a lost war, they installing in its place what he academic year 1930-31. These fel- was held Wednesday morning on houettes, and such decorative
orthea Thomas and Mr. Harvey who desires to carry on his WOTk can rise again but slowly 8nd termed the "colloquial' system of lowships are available for study at the second floor of Knowles hall. themes as rugs curtains, porch fur. Warren, popular guest artist, whether he Teceives pay or not, through hard work. They are one instruction. In fundamentals, he the institutions of higher learning The exhibit consisted of the dimun- niture, etc. "What to Do with the
ill appear such seasoned troupers through love of his subject.
of the most industrious and opti- added, the new system in Germany in Italy. The fellowships have been itive Ford, "Belinda," which had Unsuccessful Room," will be one
1 Aurora McKay, Colfax SanderMr. Hen-ick characterized the mistic peoples in the world. They is sim ilar to the Rollins Plan. He established as an international ex- been placed there the night pre- bf the suggestive and helpful
1n, Louise Howes, Albert Miller, college's greatest importance to are willing to work, but only if believes that Rollins College is change in appreciatio1' of those of- vious by a group of auto fans. themes.
yra Thomas, Ruth Cole and Al- the needs of our civilization as not they are sure they can actually get particula1·ly fortunate because it fered by American colleges and Crowds gathered around to view
Miss Robie has been a member
ed Rashid.
the teaching of the need for every themselves out of the morass."
has in President Hamilton Holt a universities to Italian student~.
the spectacle, blocking the incom- of the faculty staff of the Rollins
~ The delightful trio of the Phi the teaching of the need for eevry Mr. Glos presented some new leader who is "internationally- Fellowship allowances are given ing chapel traffic for some time. College Department Art since 1927.
!ta Fraternity of music and student to know what he wants to steps of his Czechoslovak dance minded."
only for the time actually spent in
While the identity of the group She was formerly editor of uThe
1
ama will again enliven the inter-1do and what he wants to make of and two Slovak songs. ' Why does
At the International Relations Italy.
placing the auto on exhibition is House Beautiful," and department
iss1ons with appropTiate musical his hfe.
God like the young people? Be- Club meeting, Dr. Kiep discussed
The academic year at the Italian unknown, it is thought to be the editor of "Keith's 1\'lagazine," and
lections._
1\:!r. Herrick's talk was followed cause they en~oy love. And wh;' German and A?1erican ~elations, universities is in general, from the work of the Gargoyles, who is the author of "Historic Styles
Applications for 1 ese1·,·ed seats by questions from the students, who does God pumsh the old people· 1and devoted considerable time to a end of October through June.
threatened to break into activity !in Furniture," "By-paths in Colould be made early to Miss' showed intense interest in what J Because they don't care about discourse on the London Naval Con-I Fellowship holders must have in their Official Sandspur Bulletin lecting," "Sketches of 'Manatee/'
1rthe!l Thomas or 1\Iiss Mary Hall. 1had been said.
love."
ference.
(Continued on Page 2)
last week.
land "The Quest of the Quaint."

DR. KIEP PAYS
BRIEF VISIT
TO ROLLINS
G e r m a n Diplomat
Stresses Va ue f stud t E h
en
angeS

Herrick Gives
Opinions in Talk
Before Students

LITTLE THEATRE
GIVES PROGRAM
FEBRUARY 20

Inaugurate Founder's
Week with Popular
Comedy

t

Forio-n Students
K1ss1mmee

R 11. H
InS as
Auto Show

MISS ROBIE
WILL GIVE
ART TALKS

Series to be at Rollins
Art Gallery in
Orlando

TWO
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arc> available for study in the va· j .! • • • • • , • , , • , 1 1 " 1 -...;:::
't
f
••11 ,
.
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,
~- 'r·
rious faculties of t h C U_nivers1 _Y O :
Budapest, in the Technical Univer- _
"J\,J other Love"
sity, in the College of 8conom1c _
(Continued from Page 1)
by Philip ~n 111 1ngs
.
Published Weekly by
Sciences, in the Veterinary College
The Students of Rollins College
more years of health, happiness and in the Music Academy, all ~t Budapest. They are o:ffercd m :
and service to his fellow men."
484 N. Orange A
Friday, February 14, 1930
• • I • • I • • I I . ~ - ~..
••
..
I ' ' I I ••• , , ;
Preceding the ceremonies at Ev• the following fields: philosophy,
ORLANDO ve,
letters
and sciences, Jaw, medicine,
ans Pa,·k, President Holt attenMd
Established in 1894 wllh the fol"ENTER
MADAME"
lowing editorial: "Unassuming yet
veter
inary
science,
economics,
•
•
•
•
•
•
'
• • ' • • • • • • • • 111
11
the annual newspaper interview _m
Enter Madame," a sophisticated comedy, will be staged by the
mighty, sharp and p oin ted well:rounded yet many sided, assiduously Rollins Players February 20, in Recreation Hall. Tickets may be bought
Edison's Laboratory where the w1z- technology an<l music.
tenacious, yet as gritty a nd ene rA m('rican Fellow~ are requirN1
zard answers the composite quesgetic as Its name implies, victorious from Miss Dorothea Thomas.
in single combat and therefore withtionnaire made up of questions sub- to reside in Buclapest during the
out a peer, wond e rfull y attractl\·e
mitted by newspapermen. Edison entire academic year from the fir t
and extensive in circulation; all
KIDS' FROLIC
these will be found upon investigaanswered 25 questions on a variety of September through Jun<•.
W. A. A . invites every co-ed on the campus to a Valentine Kid Party
tion to be among the extraordinary
The only magazine in the world of subjects without a moment's
qualities of The Sandspur.''
After the completion of hi, stay •
in the Gym tonight. There will be prizes for the best costumes.
that comes out a live will be pub- hesitation.
in H ungary, each Frllow is 1·equir. ST1'.FF
lished, for the fourth consecutive
Folowing the presentation of the cd to submit to the ITungarian CHAPEL MONDAY
Aurora McKay
"'ditor
Monday, FebruaTy 17, Seaumas MacManuses will give a chapel. year, Sunday, February 23, at Rol- plaque, President Holt was a guest ll!inistry of Education a detailed •
Asa Jennings _ ___Associate Editor
lins.
at luncheon in the Edison home. report on his course of study ancl •
Ned Condo?L-____ Sports Editor Mr. Macllfanuses will talk on Irish Humor and F olklo1·e. He is a wellFour yea1·s ago, Hamilton Holt, Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. on its results, supplemented by
F. Valette _______ Conservatory Critic known wit and a real treat is in store for the students.
president of Rollins college and Henry Ford, and Mr. and Mrs. some scientific written work that Gordon Robins _ ___ Business Mgr.
former editor of The Ind epend ent, Harvey Firestone.
he has prepared under the guidance •
Robert E. James ____ Advt. Mgr,
we are but·dened and make a care- phi a, who will show motion pic- conceived the idea of issuing each
of one of his Hungarian instructors Ralph Scanlon.___Circulation Mgr.
year during the Founders' Week
ful survey of our situation in the tures of bird life.
in that particular subject. During •
The Florida Audubon society was celebration, a magazine in which
cold light of science, If, after that,
the course of the year the Fellow DEPAR.'I'].:IENT EDITORS
organized
in
Maitland,
near
here,
all the contributors appear in perThe students fn the Department of we are satisfied, then let us go
shall submit to the American •
Journalism will co-operate with the ahead and spread our gospels to in 1900 with the objective of "dis• son, and read from their own manHungarian
Student
Exchange •
Staff.
siminating information respecting uscripts.
the ends of the earth.
through the Ministry of Education •
SVBSCRIPTION PRICE
the economic value of birds to agThe three previous iss ues of the
(Continued from Page 1)
two reports, the first at the close •
Per year ············-····························$ 3.00
There is a story of a college stu- riculture and their importance to Rollins "Animated Magazine" at- - - Winter Park
Single Copy ·····································• .lO dent who couldn't answer the last the welfare of man, discouraging tracted audiences that overflowed sufficient money of their own to of the winter semester and the •
second
immediately
after
the
close
,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • , , , • 1 111111 1
For Advertlsinl:' Rates Phone
question on a final exam. Think- the pm•chase or use of feathers of the largest auditorium in Winter covet' traveling, vacation and inGo rd0 n Robins ···c,·;/ Winter Park 39 ing that the professor was a pret- any birds for ornamentation, ex- Park. Las t year the magazine was cidental ex penses. Those who go of the school year.
Fellowship holders must have
Robert James ·····-········· Orlando 5131 ty good friend of his, he wrote: cept those of the ostrich and do- published in two sections and still to Italy with $500 or more a year
s ufficient money of their own to
"Only God could answer this ques- mestic fowls, establishing bird day several hundred "subscribers" were at their disposal will have a more
Entered as second-clase matter
cover tra veling, vacation and inNov. 24th, 1925, at the Postoffice at tion. Merry Christmas ." The pro- exercises in schools, and encourag- turned away. People came from agreeable sojourn than those unWinter Park, Florida, under the Act fessor wrote back: "God gets a ing the introduction of bird study." distances up to two hundred miles provided with a little fund to be cidental expenses.
of N'.arch 3rd, 1879.
AVSTRIA
hundred-you get zero. Happy New
Alfred J. Hanna, assistant to the to attend this unique performance used for travel and amusement.
WINTER PARK
The f ellowshi ps for study in
president of Rollins, is chairman of with sixteen distinguished authors During the long vacation period
Member Florida. Collegiate Press Year."
Association.
the committee planning local ar- on the platform at one time. This exxcellent opportunity is afforded Austria cover board, lodging and
Member South Florida Press Association.
"Ex-Wife," the story of a girl rangements for the annual meeting. year's issue, announced as Volume to visit in the surrounding countries tuition. Board and lodging is pro•
Member National Editorial Assovided in an Austrian family
between the time she left her hus- He is being assisted by Mrs, W. F. 4, Number 1, will be published at a of Europe,
datlo n.
Each student makes his own ar- throughout the academic year of
band and the time that she received Blackman, vice president of the so- 11 Literary Vespers" on Sunday afA small but select groui>-Rol- her
divorce
is
good
or ciety, and R. J. Longstreet, edi- ternoon, February 23, at 3 o'clock, rangements for sailing, passport, nine months (October to June) and
free tuition at an instHution of
lins' upper fifty-attended the bad depending upon you\- point tor of "Florida Naturalist."
under the direction of Edwin Os- and visas.
All Talkingtis recommended that when pos- higher education in Austria.
Tomokan Tea Dance Saturday aft- of view. Published by an anonygood Grover, professor of books
Singing-Dancing
at Rollins. The college, having no sible students go to Italy during
The fellowships are tenable for
ernoon. Given for such a worthy mous author, it does not mince
cause, with Bob Timson's perf ectly words neither does it exxagerate.
auditorium large enough, it has the summer preceding the com- one year, with the possibility of
WED. & THURS,
been compelled this year, i~ is mencement of their fellowship year renewal for a seeond year if cirgood. orchestra, and :With the Gym Likewise it has been a ~est seller
Double Feature
announced, to plan the production to improve their knowledge of cumstances are favorable. They
plentifully str ewn with corn meal, in New York for some time. Most
for out-of-doors in the "Horseshoe.'' Italian and to be ready to partici- are available for study at the Uniit is hard to understand why more of it is quite well written and
BILLIE DOVE ii
President Holt will preside as pate in the university work in the 1versity of Vienna, the Technical
students did not come-also faculty. very amusing,
editor of the magazine and other fall. A number of summer courses University, the School of AgriculThe orchestra played its best until
outstanding contributors who will are offered at the Italian univer- ture, the International School of
six o'clock and those present had
Radio broadcasting has fallen
be present and read their contribu- sities.
a lovely time. Why weren't more pr ey to that demon, commercializa•
Information concerning Trade, the Academy of Fine Ar-ts,
with Edmund Lowe
tions include: Professor William these can be secured from the In- the Academy of Music, the School
of you t here to share the fun? tion. It is cheaper to pay some
All TalkingLyon Phelps, Yale university; Irv- stitute of International Education. of Applied Arts (the KunstgewerSurely, it cannot be that the Rollins chain broadcasting station ten or
Si nging-Dancing
ing Bacheller, author; Dr. Burri~
students have become too dignified, fifteen thousand dollars for the
A certain adaptability to new beschule), the School of Veterinary
• and.
A. Jenkins, clergyman, writer, for- ways and a strange environment Science and the School of Diplorheumatic, or studious for such en- use of t heir hook-up for an hour
"THE VERY IDEA
mer publisher of The Kansas City are necessarily conditions of the matic Service
tertainrnent. Besides, if a ny one than to insert a full page adver(the KonsularWith Frank Craven
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A, Edi- Post, and former college president; contentment <Ji those who •h oid academie), all of them located in
of the above mentioned excuses for tisement in the Saturday Evening
Sally Blaine
not attending apply to you, you Post, besides reaching ten times son, who are spending the winter Ray Stannard Baker, Woodrow these fellowships. The reception a Vienna; at the Univen,ities of Graz
All Talking Comedy ·
might have to come to play Bridge. as many people in a more effective at their home in Ft. Myers, have Wilson's biographer and better Fellow receives and what he de- and Innsbruck; the School of Minaccepted an invitation from Presi- known as "David Grayson;" Robert rives from his stay in Italy depend ing in Leoben, and the Catholic
It is a dignified game; there would manner.
dent Holt to attend the Founders' Herrick, author of "The Master of largely upon his personality and University in Salzburg.
have been no strain oh your tired
week celebration at Rollins this the Inn;" Daniel Carter Beard, social gifts. The fellowships will
joints; and it is exce11ent for
Especially fine opportunities are
coming week, it was announced. woodsman, and chief of the Boy be found acceptable only to serious offered in Vienn~ for studying art, !. , , , • 1 , , , , , , 1 , , .a
sharpening the wits,
The
invitation
to
the
Edisons
was
Scouts
of
America;
Percy
MacKaye,
students
who
wish
to
do
serious
education,
Germanic
philology, •
You all sing that " Rollins keeps
extended by Dr. Holt personally dramatist and pciet; Corra Harris, work.
.. _,, _ _ _ ,n,aQIIIIINIH11M1•111--•-IOIIIHIN-lflfllflmedicine, music nnd science.
rolling along," but it seems that ....,,,
--••11-n111.-,...11,1111""'""-""""""'"lllll!IUIIWIININIIIIU.........., .... when he was in Fort Myers on
author of "A' Circuit Rider's
SWITZERLAND
Fellowship allowances are given •
few of you are behind, pushing,
WHY?
February 11 to make the dedi- Wife," Seuman MacManus, Irish
The scholarships in Switzerland only for the time actually spent •
This is just one instance; of course
In this age of modern children catory address at the \\nv'eiling novelist; Jessie B. Rittenhouse,
all provide free tuition at specific in Austria, The academic year at there are other ways of helping. and modem parents, why all this
of the
of the Edison Plaque commemor- poet and anthologist; Willard Wat- institutions, while several of these the Austrian universities is from Many people see the Rollins Tomoover-emphasis of sex education in ating Edison's 83rd birthday.
tles,
poet
and
autho<r
cJf
"Lantuition scholarships arc supple- the first of October through June. •
kan and you want it to be a pub- college? Ever since we have been
Dr. Holt also announced that in- terns of Gethsemane;" Rex Beach, mented by stipends covering board
CZECll LOVAKIA
lication to be proud of, do you not? able to understand, the Primary
vitations to Mr. and Mrs. Henry author; Fred Lewis Pattee, authorThe fellowships for study in Facts of Life have been drilled into Ford and to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ity on American literature; Ida and lod~~g, or. their _equivale~t.
The additional sl!pends m some on- Czechoslovakia carry a stipend of •
11 , 11 11 , 1111 , , , 1111·1 1111 • 1111 u, 11 111 1111· 111 , ir us until we are sick of the matter.
S. Firestone to accompany the Ed- Clyde Clarke, former editor. of the
•umber enn-0-Twt
5 Having been educated at home, in isons to the Founders' week fes- Pictorial Review; Opie Read, hu- stances amount to 3,000 Swiss 15, 000 Czechoslovak crowns (equi- ~
a prep school, and in Freshman tivities had been tentatively ac- morist and author of "The Ken- francs .each, paid_ in cash, and in valent to about $500 which approxiothers 1,500 Swiss f"!'ncs ea?h. mately covers room , b>,ard and
•
ji
~ Hygiene, why not Jet well enough cepted.
tucky Colonel."
Som~. of the scholarships provide tuition). They nre available for :
1.1 , , 1111 , , , , 111111 11 1 , , 11 11 1 , , , , ~ alone?
Is there any need of comPublication of the magazine has
In addition to the prospect that
specifically
for
board
and
lodging
study
at
Charles
Univers't)'
th
•
a
pair.
pulsory attendance at lectures in
T. C., in his attack on RAREBITS the same old subject treated in the the famous Edison-Ford-Firestone already become one of the out- in kind, in the homes of selected University
of
'l'eclu,'ol~gica~ •
standing
features
of
the
winter
clings with typical moronic ferocity same old way? If there were any combination will once more be
Swiss dt_ize~• itj th_e university Sciences, the Art• Academy. and to many ancient and overworked Rollins Freshmen who Jacked united during Founders' week, the season. A half dozen cities in Flor- commumt.ies, who are _deeply in- the Commercial College in Prague, •
ida,
it
is
reported,
have
already
ar1ist
of
guests
and
visitors
will
ino
customs. We hope that in years to knowledge on this question, the
terested ,~ the promotion_ of cul- at the Masaryk Univer:ity and •
come he will lead a happy married required Freshman Hygiene course clude Rex Beach, president of the ranged ior motorcades to arrive turn! relat1o~s between SWJtzerland the Institute of 'l'ecbnoloirY at •
life and be thoroughly comfortable should have sufficed. If it didn't, Alumni asociation of Rollins; Prof- in Winter Park for 3 p, m. Sunday, and the United S_tates.
Brno, and in the various !ac~ltie :
in his stiff collar and bullet-proof they can always write home to essors William Lyon Phelps, Yale February 23.
These scholarship~ ar: available at the Komensky
niversity at •
YOU ,
university; Daniel Carter Beard,
utux" shirt.
Production
of
the
Animated
Magfor
study
a~.
such
m
shtutions
as
Bratislava.
"Fa hion right
Mother. Continual harping on the woodsman, naturalist, and chief of
American Ffllows are required •
merchandise at
subject can have only two effects, the Boy Scouts of America; Mr. at~: w;ll b~ on~ of ~e high spo~s the Universities of Basic, Berne,
moderate prices"
Rumor that Union, Cornell, Dart- neither of which is good. It either and llfrs. James Lees Laidlaw of o I be t· oun fertsh w4e6eth program! 'thm Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne, Neu- to re ide in Pra°'ue, i'n Brno, or ce e ra 10n o
e
year o
e chatel and Zurich the Eido;eno. ~
mouth and Syracuse are going to makes us sex-conscious or disgust- New York, Frank L. Polk, New college. Other attractions will be I sische Technische Hochschule at in Brat islavn dnring the entire •
take up out-board motorboat rac- ed.
York, f ormer secretary of s tate the convocation and conferring of Zurich and the Hnndelshochschule acndemic y~ar, from the first l f •
ing. It is difficult to see just how
Of course we are for liberal edu- during the Wilson administration; honorary degrees on J\1onclay morn- ,at St. Gallen.
Reptcmber through June. Scholar- •
this sport is likely to improve their cation, and such extensive sex Ray Stannard Baker, biographer of ing, the annual alumni reunion
American Scholars are required ship allowanc-e. an• giv n onl>"' for :
intercollegiate relations, besides be- teaching of adolescents is com- Woodrow Wilson; Mrs. Corra Ilar- l~nchco~ on Satu~day, and the Roi- to reside in Sw itzerland ,during the the time actuully p nt in Cze<ho- •
ing a useless expenditure of money paratively new, but we must not ris, novelist; and Dr. Burris A. Jms union service Sunday eve- entire academic year, from the first slo,·akia. Payment are mAde by : Dry Goods Ladies' If
which might well be put to other can·y it to the extreme. Excess Jenkins, Kansas City, clergyman,
ning.
of October through Ju ly. It is the Czechos]ov. k ~linbtrv of Edu- •
Down-ton
purposes.
instruction is destructive to its own
author, former ~rlitor of the KanDr. George Morga n Ward, pas• suggeste<l that the scholar ·hip cation.
·
•
1
end.
sas City Post, and former presi- tor of Poinciana Chapel at Palm holders go to Europe during the
AftC'r the completion of
stay ' 1 ' • ' • • ' ' • • ' • •• ' ' '
L.M. W.
If footba1l is commercialized in
dent of the University of Kentucky, Beach, and president emeritus of summer to perfect their French in in Czechoslovak1a, the- F ellow i
a big enough way, it has one very
Contributors who will appear in Rollins, will give the convocation one of the summer se~sions of the re11uh-ed to gubru1t to the Ciechodistinct advantage; that is, it pays
person at the production of the address. Rex Beach, president of French or Sw iss uni\'ersities, or lo,·ak )tinistry or Education n de ..
a great part of the expenses of all
fourth volume of the R ollins Ani- the alumni association will be one t heir German in one of the sum- tailed eport on ht cour of tudy
the minor sports. Incidentally, it
mated Magazine this year it is re- of the speakers at thr alumni re- mer sessions of the Germnn uni- and on its r suhtr. supplemented li:,.~
exposes forty and fifty scholarship
ported, will include Percy Mac- union.
versities. Thi!"I is strongly rC'corn- somu scientific \\ ritkn \\Ork that
students to a little more educaKaye, d ram atist and poet, Robert
mended in order that the Rcholnr he hu prcpar,,,J un,ler the guidancc
tion.
Herri ck, author of The Master of
may obtain the greatest advantage of his C'zccho Io,.,k 1nstru to
in
the Inn; Jessie Ritten house, poet
from his scholarship.
thnt particular ubject. During th
and
anthologist;
Seuman
MacManHeard a speech over the radio
During the course of the year cour,o of the year hte Fellow hAll
us, Iris h novelist; Irving Bachellcr,
the other night from some station
each Scholar shall submit to the submit to the .\nwrican Cz ho
author;
Ida
Clyde
Clarke,
former
in Shreveport, La., condemning a
Swiss American Rtudent 8xchange •lovak Student 1-'xrhnngo through
(Continued from Page l)
editor of Pictorial Review; Opie _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ two reports, the fin,t at the close the Mini. try of Educ tlon t o n.
certain string of "chain" stores, the
Read, humorist and author; Willard dance and frolic that Winter Park of the_ wintc: semester and the ports, thc fi l at th,· do e of the
speaker ending up by appealing to
WatL!es, poet and author; and oth- has ever enjoyed.
his audience to boycott the chain
second 1mmedtnt+!ly nrter the c1ose "intt·r e-mest r anJ the second lm•
and patronize the local merchants.
A1Tangcments for these events o! the schoo l year,
metlinll'ly after the do " of the
Plans are being developed r apidly er notable writers.
Such a step as this would be un- for the program to be conducted
F ou nders' week, commemorating are in charge of the entertainment
Seholnr~hip holders mu ·t hn,·e <·hoQI yenr..
mistakably in the wrong direction at Rollins on March 7 a nd 8 when t he 45th a nni versary of Rollins col- committee of the chamber of com- sufficient money of thl·ir own to
Ir ad<litional information 1
if we as a nation are to progress. the Florida Audubon society holds !ege, begins Wednesday, February merce, composec.l ()f L. A. \Voocl, cov~r traveling, vacation nncJ in• '-irt•cl, it ma)~ 1
The "chain" stores with their tre- its 30th annual meeting. In ad- 19 and continues through to Tues• chairman; Fred I. Hall, H. B. ridental expl'n~cs. Those \\ho g 0 Otnn And rson.
mendous buying and selling power <lition to the members of the so- dlty, F ebruary 25. The convorn- Car1eton, H iram Powers, . H. Gnl- to Switzerland ";th $300 or more
make it possible for this country ciety, it is announced that a large lion where Dr. George Morgan loway, L. M. Chubb and Jnc, F, 1a year ut their disposal will hunto maintain a higher standard of number of distinguished conserva- Vlnrd of Palm Beach, president \Vellmnn. At \Vednesday's commit- a more agrC'Nlhle ~ojourn thnn !. • • , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 ,
living by selling at lower prices. tionists and ornithol og ists from emeritus of RoHins college, will teo mPflling-, l\fi~s ,vcbcr and tho~e unprovicled with n little fund ..
other sections of the country are make the principal address, it to Jack lllcTlownll of the Rollins ath- lo he used for travel nnd amuse Someone said: "Before we begin ex pected to attend.
be held Monday, February 24. The lctic department, pres id~nts of tht.• mrnt. During thl• long v:icntion •
to Chris tianize foreign countries, Among the epeakers a lready list- Animated Magazine, which will be various classes, S. \V. Cason, su• periods, t.'SpC'cinlly bC'tWN n tf•rnl.!, we should begin to Christianize ed to take part irt the program are produ cd in the coliseum in order pcrvising principal of th<' public opportunity i u[forJed to vi it in ..
1
To :outh \m ~rka
:
ourselves." As a statement that Alden H . Hadley, assistant to the to accommodate an audience of at ~chools and other intt>r('sted cit- Rwitz<'rlnnd and the otht•r countriC's
1
This
<"omin
•
Sumnwr
sounds very nice but aR far as it president, National ARsociation of least 4000 "subsc~1hC'ns'' is schcd- izcns conferred with the commit• of Europt.l.
.\II
E
pt•n;.('_
Paid
:
:
Ht' NG \RY
is applicable to practice, it is an- Audubon Societies; Dr. Eugene,ulcd fo_r Sunday, Feb, 23 at 3 p. m. tee and pledged their henrty coother question, It seems to me that Swope, warden o! tho Roosevelt Alumni hom ecoming dny will be operation for the succC'ss of the
Fcllowships for •lu<ly in llun~nrv S<
•
we should un-Christianize rather Bird Sanctuary, Long Island, N. Y.; observed Saturday, February 22. event.
pruvide tuition, hoarcl un<l lodhini, ..
than do the reverse, We must come Hon C. C. Woodward, Florida Rex Beach will make the main adtl1e o.rranrr<-mPnts for honrd and •
rlando
in
out from beneath tho mass of dog- State Game Commissioner; a nd dress nt the a lu mni annual reunion OUR A l)VERTlSERS HELP l'S. lodging being mad,• by the ,lini- •
T.Y'\I \ , HALL
• 1_
LE1"S HELP THEM I
stry of Etlucation. The f<'llow•hips
ma and superstition with which Miss Margaret Bodine, Philadel- luncheon.
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MAGAZINE OUT
NEXT WEEK

Wanted:-

c.. The Book Nook

J:

Is Only Publication in
Which Contributors
Appear in Person

Maid"
Wash Frocks

$1-95

SHAPmo
DEPARTMENT
STORE

Fellowship
Available for
Foreign Study

BABY GRAND

Sunday - Monda
Tuesday
"SO THIS IS
COLLEGE"

EDISON WILL
VISIT ROLLINS
FOUNDERS' DAY

I

"The
Painted Anger

I

Ford .and Firestone
May Attend
Also

STUDENT FORUM

The
FavoriteH

I

!

Rollin College
Vanity Fair

Full Fashioned
Chiffon, Picot to
at 1.56

RAREBITS

If you have
tried them,
trial will con ·

The
R. F. LEEDY Cl

I

PLANS DEVELOP
FOR AUDUBON
SOCIETY MEET
Interesting Meeting to
be Held Here Next
Month

I

i

! Try

Founders' Day
Frolic Planned

IMcEirot
I

II

I
I
I

I

I

Live Wire
- I
... tudent Can Earn : :
a Tour

hocolate lei

ream

with

Whipp d Crt.

I

Prof. Bueno

· I
I
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TIIE ROLLINS SANDSPUR

-

--

THREE

CANOE JAUNT TO VARSITY PLAYS FINAL GAME OF TENNIS TEAM
ANNUAL WATER FROSH DEFEAT TAR OARSMEN TO
SHELL ISLAND IS MOCS IN LAST BASKET SERIES
HAS MATCH
REGATTA TO BE BASKETEERS OF GET FIRST TASTE
LED BY PEEPLES GAME TONIGHT GOES TO STETSON WITH OLRANDO HELD MARCH 61
MOUNT DORA OF SHELLS SOON
---

---

Wekiwa L cene Of Baby Tars Will Al
Week-End
Meet Foe; First
Party
crap at 7:30
---

---

On February 8th nnd 0th, Wekiwn
u4as again the scene of ndventure.
The Party of campers which wa•
composed of Jenn Fullington, Betty
Lynch. Beth Cutter, Dorothy Nichols. Herma Jeffrey .. Lil1inn Kinmonth Lizzie Mae Schofield nnd
Fleetwood Peeples, aceompanied by
Princ:e, able bodyguard and snipe
catcher, left Rollins immediately
after Beanery Saturday noon with
an abundance of blankets and the
grave warnings nnd predictions of
pre,•ious explo1·cr~.
The first to set forth upon the
river was Sargent Tialf-Pint. In
response to a hoarse whisper oi
anguish issuing from the boathouse at the springs, the others
rushed to the water's edge just in
time to behold the Sargent leaving
alone in one of the canoes without
paddles or equipment of any sort.
One dares not contemplate what
might have been the result of this
rash act, had not Fleet leaped immediately to the rescue.
Shell Island was discovered to
be an Indian mound, ccomposed
mostly of snail shells, which rises
well out of the surrounding swampland two or three miles down the
river.
From there, interesting
trips of exploration were made.
Contrary to the usual custom, no
unpremeditated descents took place
into the chilly water, although
swimming was enjoyed several
times. Those who have been before
will readily recall Fleet's famous
words, "All who don't follow are
sissies," as he skilfully manoeuvers

I

On October 1, 1930, carefully selected first and third
year students will be admitted. Applications may be
considered in the order of
receipt. Catalogues and application forms may be obtained from the Dean.
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Do you want to own a

•

~

•

;; Kenwood Slumber .
~
Throw?
;
~

•

~ Ask about our plan for •

buying one. They come c
in green, rose, blue, or- :
chid and tan.
•

~
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Noah's Ark
Gt.ft Shop
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Try Our Special
•

Sunday Chicken !,Dinners
;;

Tourist
Accommodations
and
Home Cooked
Meals
SELF HOUSE

i
;a

East Park Avenue
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Taking the floor for the las t
In the second game of the series
j time ~his ~eason, the varsity cag- with the Halters, the Rollins TaTs
ers will encounter Southern at the went down to defeat, 43 to 25, after
Rollins gymnas ium tonight. The af- playing twenty minutes of fast
fair is scheduled to be a double- basketball at the Stetson court, Feb.
header, the fre~hmcn tenms mix- 7.
ing in the opening game. In the
Both teams s ta r t ed off with a
first match with Southern, played I rush a s if to repeat the close fight
~a s t month, lhe Moes were
of the first game or the series. It
1ous, 34-16, hut the Tars arc con- was a game of fa st breaks, with
ceded an e\"en break lo win to- both team s carrying the leather
night.
toward the basket by quick 1·ushes.
The Baby Tars, who play brilliant The Hatters took the lead early in
balJ when in the mood, s hould be the strug1?le, but throughout the
able to take clown the Southern first half it was anyone's game.
Rats if the yare going right. How- ' The Stetson and Rollins quintets
ever, their play this year has been were working in late season style.
very erratic.
In the second half the Tars, tired
Two members of the basketball from their game with Florida the
squad are seniors, George and Row previous night, weakened before
Pickard, and this game will prob- the onslaught of the revenge seekably give them their final shot at ing McQuillan outfit. While the
Southern.
I Tars went to pieces, the Hatters
The first game is called for 7:30. spurred up to take a decided vietory from the Winter Park quintet.
1The Tars, fighting hard to score
against their opponents, repeatedly
I~
left their basket unguarded, and
'37 ~ only the erratic passing of the
~
Stetson players that kept the Hatters from running up a larger
score.
The guarding of the Rollins outfit was decidedly off color in the
The University of Virginia has last half, while the offense failed
established a storehouse for pres- to function properly.
ervation, study, interpretation and
Proctor, playing one of the best
publication of old letters, books games of the sea son, tried to make
newspapers and documents that tell up for the poorer work of his felof the past social, industrial, polit- low players by his flashy floor
ical and intellectual life of the work. Covering the entire court,
commonwealth .
Proctor was in every play.
The University will accept maMorris, Stetson forwward, played
terial as gifts or become the de- a snappy game until he was taken
pository for safe keeping and for out late in the game on fouls. The
scientific interpretation of material long range barrage of Captain Jenfor historical research.
kinson was a big reason for the
'lopsided score during the second
New York University's debating balf.
team is scheduled for 35 debates
The usual Rollins-Stetson s pirit
between Feb. l2 and April 21. They prevailed, and the rowdyism which
will debate the University of Flor- has crept into this year's Tarida in New York March 12.
Hatter contests was absent. Roi}ins supporters were orderly, while
the Stetson band filled gymnasium
A three-year program for inten- with music.
sive study and research will be
LINEUP
started by the School of Dental and Rollins (25)
pos.
Stetson (43)
Oral surgery of Columbia U niver- Proctor (9)
F.
(6) Mosley
sity this month. The main object in Wallace (8)
F.
(3) Morris
this research will be to ascertain R. Pickard (2) C. (17) Harriman
the causes of pyorrhea and tooth Walters (3)
G. (14) Jenkinson
decay.
Reid ((1)
G.
(2) Socash
Substitution-Rollins: Rashid for
Walters. Stetson: Mikell for Morhis bark t hrough the water cabris, Sweeney for MikelJ, Mox f or
bage, leaving the rest of the party
Sweeney. Referee, Rawson (Ga.)
struggling breathlessly in the midst
of vegetation.
At the moonshine stil1 was enacted a sight never to be forgotten: Four canoes jammed in among
Tennis devotees will pleased
projecting logs -and overhanging
branches in a narrow run with with the announcement that two
marshe on either side; people slip- I new tennis courts are to be constructed immediately in conping up and down in the wet canoes,
junction with the new campus
half in and half out at times;
Colonel Crack sLanding standing layout.
These courts come as the gift
knee-deep in t he bog; heads and
arms entangled in the branches of a friend of Rollins, and it is
the
purpose to make these the
above. Amid shrieks and laughter,
best courts in the vicinity. Rolthe gang finally managed to extri- 1
cate themselves and returned to lins this year has the best tenthe camp wet and dirty, ravenous - , nis team that it has had in several years in spite of the fact
1y hungry, and happy withal.
In spite of the attempts of the that there has been practically
many cooks to spoil the broth, Fleet no place in the city to pracprepared, as always, a tasty and tice and hold matches. This addition comes a.s a great ensatisfying meal. Rejuvenated by
this, the campers sat about the couragement to tennis intere'Sts.
According to the new campus
camp-fire, listening to Fleet and his
1
banjo until a late hom·. Queer layout the courts will be conthings happen nt night sometimes. structed in the field directly in
Yet the hoots of nearby owls, the front of the X club.
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weird and continuous moaning of
[ the fog-horn operated by the sleep~ ing FJeet, and a well.aimed snail
shell now and then, only served to
~ accentuate sleep.
_
Sunday a trip of several miles
• was made down the river, where
• the scenery was even more attractive. Late in the afternoon the
E party could be seen paddling slowly across the lak eto the landing
with the canoes in the form of a
~ flotilla, merrily singing the Rollins
I ; Rouser.
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Trounces Tar Squad Williams Defeats Bill Splendid Program of IOverwhelm Vikings in Boats to be Ready
Easily By
Hickey; Deming &
Novelties Arranged
Fast League
For Use Next
Stephens ½_OSe
by Fleet Peoples
Game
43-25
Week

0

Cheney Neckwear, new Spring 1iatterns
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
Patterns are wonderful
Light Stripe Serge and While Flannel Trousers
$6.00 to $8-50

SCRUGGS, Inc.
60 North Orange
Orlando, Fla.
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New Tennis Courts

I

I

A PIPE DREAM
I would I were beneath a tree;
A-sleeping in the shade;
With all the bill I've got to pay,
Paid.

I
I

I would I were beside the sea,

Or sailing in a boat,
IWith
all the things I've got to write
Wrote !
I would I were on yonder hill,
As carefree as a kid;
With all the work I've got to do,
Did.
It's hard to be old and bent,
but it's worse to be young and
broke. -From Huron Alphomega.

II

A $1,000,000 industrial school is
to be established outside of Mexico
City to teach the beggars of the
!city a trade. Ridding the city of all
1beggars by compelling them to at I t end school, is one of the bright
idea s of Calles.

The Rollins tennis lenm played
the Orlando tennis team on Sunday,
February 9, at Mt. Plymouth and
the score was two matches to one
in favor of Orlando when the piny
wns stopped. One singles match
and two doubles remain to be contes ted. These will be played next
Saturday at the ,vater Witch club
in Orlando.
In the first singles match, Teel
Williams of Rollins defeated Bill
Hickey, star Orlando plnyer in a
bitterly contested match. Hickey
won the first set, G-1, by playing
his usual steady game. Williams
came from behind by rushing the
net after he had made forcing
shots and took the second set, 6-4.
He continued these tactics to win
the third set 6-3 ,after a prolonged struggle.
Olcott Deming was vanquished by
Clarence Varner of Orlando in the
second match of the day by the
score of 2-6, 1-6. Varner played
very steady tennis throughout the
match and Deming was never able
to hit his stride.
Bob Stephens lost a har d fought
match to Buck Cullop of Orlando
by the seore of 7-5, 3-6, 4-6. Stevens played good tennis but lost
t he match by his inability to win
the points which were most important.
Summary-Ted Williams, Rollins,
defeated Bill Hickey, Orlando, 1-6,
6-4 6-3. Clarence Varner, Orlando, defeated Olcott Deming, Roilins, 6-2, 6-1. Buck Cullop, Orlando,
defeated Bob Stephens, Rollins, 5-7,
6-3, 6-4.

"Students of Rollins and citizens
The Rollins college freshmen deof Winter Park wiJI be treated to fcnted the Mt. Dora Vikings Monan unusual event," says Fleetwood day night on the latter's court in
Peoples, ins tructor of aquatics at the second game of the second half
,Rollins, when he announced the of the Central Florida Basketball
Second Annual Novelty ,vater Re- League, 27-17.
gatta to be held March 6.
J
Throughout the entire game the
Students are practicing from 3:30 yearlings showed a much superto 5 each afternoon in preparation ior passing machine. The offensive
for this event. The program for system that Jack McDowall has adthe regatta includes flotilla races, ministered to the freshmen bas
single and double canoe-tilting, s in- been the feature of every game
gle and doub le canoe-jostling, canoe played by the Rats thus far this
races, swimming races, and many season.
other features to make it an in- I The entire Rat team played well
teresting meet. This regatta Is together but the all-round floor
limited to students of Rollins col- work of Worley and Derrnid was
lege.
J largely
responsible for the Rats
The climax of the event will be coming out on the big end of the
a fire-diving contest at 8 o'clock score. Time and again the Rats
in the evening. Gasoline will be would work the ball down the com·t
poured on the mater around the only to find difficulty in dropping
diving tower and ignited. Each the leather through the iron hoop.
contestant is to dive through the
Winning this game places tbe
flames.
baby Tars in a tie with the Or------lando Independents for the league
leadership of the second half. The
freshmen won the first hali and
in case the Orlandoians should
Dressed in rich tan furs she goes win the second hali a play off
Gaily tripping to and fro,
would be necessary to decide the
Her jaws forever chewing, chewing, championship.
Her voice is deep and low.
This league is composed of some
of the best semi-pro basketball
Her feet are small and darker,
teams in the State. The good showHer eyes are big and brown,
ing that the freshmen have made
Her head close-cropped, her ears since entering this league well inin view,
dicates the type of basketball the
Her slim legs match her gown.
yearlings have been playing this
season.
A s ilver ear-ring in one ear,
In Dunlop, Worley and Dermid
A wooden necklace she wears now. Coach McDowall has a trio of basA modern flapper, do you ask?
keteers that are among the best in
No, my friend ,-a cow.
the state and by next year should
The National Councn of GeogGLADYS MORTON
be a credit to any coliege in the
mphy Teachers has adopted a resSouth.
olution favoring the 13-month year
Colonel Sanborn of Mt. Dora, a
calendar, the extra month to be infriend of President Holt and of
serted between June and July. Rollins, spoke to the Art AppreciTeachers claim that a greater uniation class Tuesday aiternoon on
One day last week-we can't reformity of school work would repewter. He exhibited rare old member which day- it rained and
suit.
piec~s, one of which was by Paul blew and rained again. We had to
=============e= Revere, another piece was a.r candle telephone some one at 3:30, but

I

A Modern Flapper

Real activity in rowing will com mence next week, according to
crew manager Hank Cobb.
Throughout the first month of
this term the one team of rowing
aspirants, most of whom are new
nt the game, have been working
out on the machine on the lakeshore, and have been champing at
the bit for an opportunity to get
on the water. They will probably
cover more territory in the near
future.
At the present time races with
crews of experienced men from Orlando and Winter Park are tentative, although no intercollegiate
races have been scheduled. The
University of Miami is considering
the possibility of a crew, as they
have been given a shell. One of
the oarsmen suggested that Rollins
challenge the University of Florida
on the merits of their new tank.
Zachariah Bridgen, of Harvard,
was the first man to work his
way through college. He entered In
1657, at t he age of 14, and waa
graduated when he was 17.
Co-Eds of Grinnell college, in
Iowa ,became so proficient in slipping down to keep after-hour dates
that the authorities erected a 15foot fence around the lower landings of the fire-escapes of the coed dormitories.

New Flamingo
Is Reviewed
( Continued from Page 1)

Rollins Book of Verse is indirectly
approved; we are grateful for this
smal1 favor! We are praised for
what we have NOT said.
This "youngest generation," part
of whose careful and finished work
appears in this issue, deserves our
encouragement. The Flamingo is
stick which stoon on George Wash- when we took down the receiver meeting with general favor and apington's mantlepiece during his ear- of the Lakeside telephone, no lan- proval.
ly married life.
guid voice said "Number, please."
1The telephone at Cloverleaf only
--Come and Have
Advertise in The Winter Park
1
Herald for Results
Miss Robie's interior decoration . ~-uzzed, no matt~r how furiously we
A Cozy Meal at
• ·t d th h
of 111
Jiggled the receiver hook.
e ome
rs.
We dashed to the office. The
c1ass VlSI e
The
George Kraft Mond~y afternoon. phone there was dead, also. SudTre class gr_e atly admired the Porn- denly that telephone call seemed
Books, Stationery
peian architecture of the holuse the most important thing in the
Cards, Writing
and the lovely Venetian g ass universe. We ran desperately to the
Implements ·
365 Lyman Ave.
cha nd alier.
nearest filling station. "Have you
WINTER PARK
a telephone?" we gasped, in the
1
Orlando
Dartmouth college has announc- 1 manner of one who has broug_ht '• 39 E. Pine St.
ed its fourth annual interfraternity the good news from Ghent to A1x.
==============!snow-sculpturing contest to be held l Then we r~membered we had no
~11 1111, 1111111111111 111 1 111111 11111 1•1 11 111111111111, ,1111111 1~ this year during the sno,v carni- money. Was 1 t a pay phone? Alas,
•:
•
ii va l. No restrictions are to be plac~ it was. We lamented. A kind young
~
ed on choice of subjects for the man proffered a nickle. We smiled
~
sculpture other tha n the entire again. The call was successfully
model must be molded from ice m ade. Yet strangely enough, now
or snow. A silver loving cup will that our great desire was accom~
• • •
~ be awarded the winning fraternity. 1 plished, we began to think that
nd
Perma.ne:t •Wave
i_G
B --dSh
b ·
· 1
a
fuming had been in=
..:.
· ~orge
ernar
aw emg mIf we had not called, not a star
Finger Wave
~ terv1ewed by 74 stu_dents and pro- would have fallen. Doubtless, even
;; fessors from the Umted States was
ff .
ld h
.=~
~ asked if he was going to make a our o·wn a airs wou
ave run a
6:30 A. M. - 1 A. M.
;;
Hair Cutting•_
~•- visit to the United States. He re- smooth and even course, and we
~
* • •
_ plied "\Vhat is the use of going would not have had to walk home •• n w a - - D
~
• • •
to this trouble, when all great and with the rain trickling down our
nd
iii;
~
wise come over here to see me, neck a
splashing into our shoes. '-__~ II UI IIIIIF.. ,R1111E
1: 11S,.,H. l llpl
ll lo
;! lp
ll l ll . lc
llo
l "R" ,N1 u1111 · =-~=
.- ;'
- No. 9 Murphy Arcade ~ and perhaps the United States will

Excuse It, Pleeyuz

An Invitation!

I

Whistling
Kettle

I

O'Neal Branch Co.

WRIGHT'S
;
~::. BEAUTY SALON :.
=

AT YOUR
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: Between The Book Shop
and the Rendezvous
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Histogia~t!mney

annex Great Britain some day."

SERVICE

Charlie Noack

~

AND

~

Norman Thomas, a popular
;;
PEANUTS
~
;;
~ speaker at the Institute of States_i__~
1i"111 1n1111 u1 u1111 u111 1n1u111111 111 111 111 111111 111111111111111111 1 ma~ship last year, spoke to the
Smoke pouring throug the walls _
= = = = = = = = = = = = - - students at the University of West of Lyman hall last week caused the ;;
234 Wint, r Park Ave.
Virginia last week on "Why I Am thimney to be investigated and f 111 111 1 n11111111111 1111111 1u , 1111 111 111111111 111111111 11 111 111 111 1~
a
Socialist."
He
gave
the
three
outl~ondemned
as
a
fire
hazard.
It
wm
::
n
standing defects of our age as the noted on Friday morning that the
lack of a definite philosophy, a def~ smoke was thicker than usual in
50c for a Hair Cut?
mite program, and colJective organ- Professor J enks' room, and it ':as
ization. He said, "We can't feed our soon found that smoke was seeping
children on the bread of Utopia."
through the walls at several places
___
I along the chimney casing. Mr.
The business manager of The Car~right was called in and ~n inThe most popular shop
Gopher, year book at the Univer- spect1on found that th_e chimney
in Orlando
sity of Minnesota, has been sus- walls were cracked m s~veral
pended for one year because he places and that the who~e chimney,
does it for 20c
smoked in the school library. The would have to be rebmlt.
16 W. CHURCH ST.
Maitland, Fla.
.. entire student body protests, seem- Work ~egan Tuesday_ on the re,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··
ing to think that the penalty is ~onstruct10? . of the ch1~ney, and
Luncheons, Dinners,
too severe. The faculty seems ad- 11s to be fm1shed by Friday .. The
amant in its decision, showing that new chimney will ~ot only eh_mmate
A La Carte
smoking in the school library con- ~ll danger from f_u-e, but :"!II al~o
H s titutes a fire hazard in State own-- improve the heatmg c?nd1tions in
ed buildings which cannot be pro- Lyman, a; the old chimney drew
very poor y.
t ec t e d bY f'ire 1'nsurance •
The condemned chimney is almost
G. N. Denning,
Attractive Gifts and
40 years old. It bas variously servAt the University of Florida, up- ed for a wood stove, a hot water
Hand-embroidered
perclassmen have instituted "Bush heater during the time when LyTelephone and we do
Day." This event comes on Wed- man was the college gymnasium,
Frocks from
the rest.
nesday1 and all freshmen are com- and s ince 1926 it has been used for
far away
pelled to hlde behind bushes when the present draft furnace.
All Orders Appreciated
they see upperclassmen approachPhilippines
Phone 5 and 250
mg, and stay hidden until they get OUR ADVERTISERS HELP US.
1
~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .L out of sight.
LET'S HELP THEM!

A.

w. Ferree

WHY PAY

The Orlando
Barber Shop
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The
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Dine at
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FRATERNITY NOTES

be taught by good pe
1 ·
can successfully compet~;:;·h-1co:::-·:::: next night i•,coRRA HARRIS
evil per11ons.
cp,_
er institutions throughout the the Kid Party!
Mrs. Harris has 80
United States .
that will probably
be me
.
.., •
I. Yeh, the Thetas have became
The Public Speaking Department
th e conventional ideas of ti-,
musl·cal . The new radio arrived
furn1'shed an entertainment for the
Our gallant and pulchritudinous
. ludents whom she ,,- 11
last Saturday, and now the sweet spams
· h don, J ose L u1s· urrac h a g a,
Cherokee high school, in Orlando
Some people ha ve all the luck!
Rollins. For one thin' ~
strains of the old familiar hymns has been annoyed no little recently
February 12th. The program con- Imagine our s urp rise when some
not believe that there ~• II,
may be heard emanating from the by the Rollins' youths seeking
sisted of a s hort sketch entitled of our inmates tripped off to ~ort
istiration of youth.
''1
house at all hours. Static seems to c1ean 1·mess wi'th his soap ·
"By Courier" by O'Henry, enacted Myei·s Monday Ir. A glorious t,me
"The sophisticated
,
10
be especially soothing to the nerves
Within the last few days we h ave
by Flora Furen, Alfred Rashid, and was reported by the gang.
. he dec_lared, "proves that 1-,
of Professor Bueno.
been favored by th e insertion in
Fred Cook. Mr. Rashid gave a
By a vote of 6 to 16, it was deoph,sticated by hia inai,i...i
ll. The pledges were delightful- our midst of one Vincent Hollo. It
short talk concerning the work at cided that as a provider of hot
he is so phisticated. A
10
ly entertained Saturday night by would be easy to make a pun on
Rollins College, and Miss Furcn a H2O Welsh is a complete flop.
who ia really wicked ta\ "'I
the actives. A most fascinating the name, but why bother?
reading. The music for this pro- Anyway, it seems that he has b~en
ti rely different attitud~
game was
introduced,
called
As was said in the first edition
gram was furnished by the High sorta laying down on the Job.
Appointment of Corra Harris, tends to the best of his ,
"Marching through Florida," which of these notes Rollins hall is a bad
School. Professor Pierce acted as Please, Prcsicfent Holt, some of us the novelist, as what might be that he is innocent, and i. he
the pledges seemed to take great hall and filled with bad men. There
judge for a debate at the Seminole don't like bathing in cold lake termed the fir t profeuor of "Evil" ally found out is the b,t
pleasure in playing up to an early was some doubt as to the veracity
High School, Orlando, Friday morn- water.
in the world was announced by he wanta to happen."
hour. Refreshments consisted of of that statement at the time of
ing, and again Friday evening at
We wonder what special altrac- President Holt of Rollins.
Mr .
Neither does she believe il
water and marshmallows. Although its appearance, but now we have
the St. James School in Orlando.
tion Cloverleaf has for animals. Harris, it is explained, will give scio_us goodness." It lead, k
Bushnell, Banks and Morris didn't positive proof. One night not so
The Oratorical Association met Casual passers-by would think a special course on "Evil" to a poc,sy, she holdJ.
Thursday evening in the Expres- Cloverleaf a Home for Disreputable selected group of advaneed otusucceed in emulating Washington's long ago Mr. William Hinckley, one
She al,o draws a b!Old lil
crossing the Delaware perfectly, of the worst bad men, was rather
sion Studio, and after an enter- Canines. Emphasis on the disre- dents during the winter school tween ambition and a..piratio,,_
the party was voted an entire sue- annoyed at Mr. Charlie Mills, antaining program given by members putable.
term.
person who is ambitio,,
cess. (And green is really such other blood and thunderer who was
of the association, a "try out" was
C. C. wants to know why our
President Holt WM careful to climb, if he is to reali,.. Iii
an attractive color.)
visiting us. His ire was provoked
held to choose debaters for the dear old paper s hould be a means point out that frs. Harris' course bition, over the shonlder, II
III. Honey Moore and pledge by the loquatiousness of Mr. Mills
coming triangular debate between of making known to the world at will be, actually, a course in Good one else. Ambition, as Rrl.
Boss journeyed to DeLand Friday which was preventing the arms of
Rollins, Southern, and Miami, on large purely personal matter of in- "Of course, it will not take up the Horris believes, is one of th,
night to view the game with Stet- Morpheus from reaching out and
February 26th. Professors Forbes, tercst only to the Party of the practice of Evil," he empha,ize_d, things in the world. The ott,,
son. In spite of their vocifera- enfolding him. So the first big
Harris, France a nd Mason were Firs t Part and the Party of the "bu t rather the history and ph1l- says, is jealousy.
tions, the team failed to deliver, and brute threatens the second big
present to act as judges, and coun- Second Part. It seems that o. d. osophy of it as contrasted to vir!rs. Harris began her..,,.
they returned home disappointedly. brute with a slipper, whereupon
cil advisors for the local debaters. o. p. is rapidly sinking into a deep tue; and it is likely that the cf- a writer and novelist in 18!!
IV. Stan is on his feet again the second big brute decides to
Professor Pierce made his seco nd Slough of Despond, and it is high fect s of evil upon history and life Hamilton Holt, then editor t
after a slight sojourn in bed. In withdraw in the face of such a
appearance before th e Sorosis Club time to snap out of it.
will be discussed by the class."
"Independent" accepted one t
spite of the classes he was forced bloodthirsty threat of torture.
in Orla nd o, Tuesday afternoon. T~e
"Evil," Mrs. Harris explains, is articles for publication. It i.,
to cut and the pleasant walk with
Mr. Danny Fisher objects strenfirst time he appeared before this Students may come and students go one of the oldest classics of human been Dr. Holt's proud boo,t
the other pledges which he missed, uously to the report that he is back
club, he gave his lecture on "Liter- But the Sandspur must go on for- nnture. It is us ually taught, she he 14 discovered' 1 Mn. H1m1,
he is still bravely fighting down in circulation. He says he never
ary Interpretations." Tuesday he
ever.
points out, by people "morally ii- achieved lasting fame fH
any manifestation of his extreme has been in circulation, never will
gave a half hour of character im- (Grandfather's sermon for today is literate" and "mentally corrupt.'
books, Circuit Rider's Ir~
disappointment.
be, that there is nothing circular
personations.
now concluded.)
when it should be an important My Book and Heart.
V. Aloma seems to be a popular about him exc~pt his min~, a~d
Amen.
part of the education of youth,
Mni . Harri> has aho
place with the Thetas lately. Fred- that that sometimes works !TI Cirtaught as a cla•sic, carefully anal- invitation, it iJ announad, to
th
die especially seems to like to go cles.
Someone threw n big one on
1rd yzed and defined with reference to one of her contribution,
there to air his views on prohibiThe lads wish to deny that
If all Rollins continue to grow floor the other night. We wo nd er preparing adolescent people for Rollins Animated Magazillf,
tion and all evils in general. In alcohol has ever been brought into
like 1-Bumma-Cig, P1jexy hasn't what the meaning of all th~ h,Iar- 1dealing intelligently rather than will be produced for tlie
fact, so strong bas the influence the dormitory. They claim to constarted the building program any ity was. Was Pag or wasn t she? emotionally or weakly with in- consl'Cutive annual iuut u 1
of clean air been on the honorable tent themselves with cow juice and
too soon.
We would like to have seen th e stincts,-not merely of the body ture of Founders' Week o,,
Mr. Cook, that he has inaugurated aqua pura.
Checking up on the registration pink alligators and purple snakes. but of the mind. Evil, ,he main- ary 2'3. About fifteen ollor
a campaign against vice. No more
Hollis Mitchell, one of our promiledger of last fall we find the doors
Do you know, Liona Odell _goes tains, is a di,i,,ified subject and an tingubht!d writers and pol'.I
cussing for the Thetas!
nent illiterati, recently seduced the
were opened with only three in- home to Mount Dora every stngie important part of cduration. It is appear in penon to relll
young and innocent Benjamin Kenmates. Now we find a total of week-end! ! Gosh, he muS t be cute. a subject, she insists, that should scripts.
drick into going on a bumming
eight, including charter members,
trip. As this was undertaken withalumni, and pledges.
There will be a lot of new K. A. out benefit of federal reserve notes,
Noticing a petition being circulatnothing happened outside of being
ed around the campus this week
pins on the campus quite soon, and
't'
t·
The R. L. S. met Friday e,•ening
probably a lot of blown-off vest kicked out of Jacksonville.
Ill
bring back a few memories of the
buttons, too. The badges are well
One night not so long ago,
old days. Anyway that's only one in Professo r France's room Elva
earned and deserved. Watch for Messrs. Groppenbacker, Deming,
The initiation Banquet for the this year and school is half gone- Arnold gave a Teview of "The Preface to Morals" by Walter Lippthem. They will be quite promi- Kendrick, and Don Fisher went on new members of Alpha Mu Chapter what say, Ihrig let's get busy.
nd
nently displayed.
an exploratory campaign. Ke rick of Gamma Phi Beta was held at
Our representatives last week- man. She said that Lippman gave
We thank the Kappa Phi Sigs served as guide and they were seek• the Green Gables Tea Room last end on the road of hard knocks in- enough food for thought in this
for the tennis net. All we need ing the north pole. However, th ey Saturday night at eight o'clock. eluded "Hutch," Armor, and Luke, book to Inst a generation. The
now is the ability to keep the ball · did not find it, and so they came The tables were arranged in the touring to Arcadia and points review brought out the main points
PHO IB 155
of the book, and the character of
out of it.
home empty-handed.
shape of a crescent, and decorated south.
And speaking of tennis, Sage
------with flame vine and fern. At the
It can easily be seen why I- Lippman as portrayed in his work.
Winter Park, fla.
214 E t Park
Cruger wisely observed the other
places of the guests of honor were Bumma-Cig needs a representative Lottie Turner read an original stor}'
·
corsages of sweet peas and carna- among the city commissioners. Only
day that our court is getting
so
entitled "Crooked Stitches." Gladys
We are delighted to have one of tions. Each place was marked by 1one street leads to our cottage, and Morton l'ead several of her poems ,.
crowded that even outsiders can't
find it unoccupied.
our alum nae, Eloi),e Arms, now a crested card, done in the two that is just half paved with debris and a story called " \Vhere is
Scan has developed a penchant Mrs. Clark, in Winter Park for a shades of brown.
dumped s pank-ke.-ab in the middle H enry?" The poems '"'ere very
for s nake-hunting. It was funny few weeks.
Miss Stella Weston presided at of the road at the end of the pave- clever and expressed the author's
at first until we discovered that
Lou, Aurora, Ginny, Stella and toast mistress. Miss Helen Mor- ment cnusing a detour over the views on love and hate.
he was serious, but now it is al1. Margaret rus hed off to Ocala row gave the address of welcom e. rest or the route.
we can do to think up excuses for Tuesday and crashed through with Several informal s peeches followed
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Rollins Hall
Notes

Theta Notes

Kappa Alpha Kant

Chapter. They attended the banquct and the initiation services.
Mrs. Carolyn McDonnell from
Mount Dora was a guest at the
house during initiation.
-We are glad to have Gwynn
IIelemann, from Epsilon at North
Western with us for this term, and
maybe next. Gwynn was initiated
with Jinx at Convention at Kansas
City this summer. Mrs. llclemann,
a lso a Gamma Phi, was with us
during initiation. She :.S spendin g
a month at the Fort Gatlin.
Estelle Pipkorn has been with
us for the past week. She returned
to Sarasota Tuesday, from where
she will leave for Milwaukee soon.
She expects to be married some
time in March. She also took
Frankie with her. Seems like losing an old friend-and Frankie has
stood by us in some awful hours
of need.
Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta
wishes to announce as members,
Myrabeth Reese, Arcadia, Fla.;
Mary Lee Korns, Jean Jackson,
Springfield, Ohio; Nancy Maclntosh, New York City, N. Y.; Ryth
Jean Phillips, Denver, Colo.; Vivian
Douglas, Bronson, Mich.; Katherine
Goss, Dunieden Fla.; Janet Cadman, Orlando, Fla.; Margurite
Libby, Cleveland, Ohio, and Deborah Williams Rockford, Ill.
Mrs. Cheney spent Tuesday at
Ocala with the Florida History
Class. She says that we need some
of those transparent boats for Lake
Virginia, and suggest that the
Vestris crew take note of this.
Sorry to have missed the Tornokan Dance. We would htve our
initiation on that particular day
and time.
Harriett Pipkorn wishes to announce that Frankie Pipkorn, blue
body and red stt·ipe, is for sale.
Any one interested please see Harriett at once, as it is very necessary to dispose of Frankie at once.
_______
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